














The itinerary starts at Torre Valentina and can be accessed
following the avenue with the same name, or also from
the Sant Antoni seaside promenade. The stretch along
the coastal path we propose cannot be missed: it is
straight and there is no need to take any turn or deviation
from the path which is easy to follow if the weather is
sunny but not too hot. Immediately to the right and before
the steps is Torre Valentina . We must pay attention
not to miss it as it is surrounded by new buildings. The
Rac  de les Dones  beach is the crescent-shaped space
at the end of the Sant Antoni bay. If we look up, on the
rocks, we will see the old bunkers from the Spanish civil
war, well hidden among the vegetation.

Once up the steps, we can go down to the little beach
known as Rac  dels Homes , just underneath. This is
a high point and  provides a full view of the bay. The
gravel path along the cliffs takes us through Cala dels
Capellans, and 150 m further on, Cala de la Roca dels
Musclos .

Five minutes later, we reach Cala Gran , barely 35m
long but remarkably beautiful. Further on are Cala de
l Embarcador   and Cala Rocosa.
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